Will the Real Software Engineer Please Stand up?
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Three significant and peculiar characteristics of software engineering profoundly impact the way in which we should think about software engineering education: the effectiveness of current practice, the precipitous rate of change in the meaning of “software,” and the gulf between software engineering research and practice.

Effectiveness: According to the wags, SE has been in constant crisis ever since computer users had to depend on others to create their software. More recently, the PITAC Report claimed (in slightly different language) that we cannot produce the needed software at the pace we need it, and the software produced breaks too easily. Just as 30 years ago, the slogan “faster, better, cheaper” still sums up today the basic needs in software production. While a doom and gloom attitude about the sorry state of software often predominates, the overwhelming accomplishments achieved by software intensive systems appear to tell a quite different story: software pervades the technologically advanced societies; software controls our cars, our planes, our telephones, and our washing machines; software underpins and drives the economy.

In such a schizophrenic atmosphere, the question of the effectiveness of software engineering as a profession invites discussion, and consequently the question of what constitutes a proper software engineering curriculum always raises controversy. If we consider software engineers as national heroes for their accomplishments, we should pass along the tools and techniques used by them to the next generation; if, however, we believe that their inability to end the software crisis has its roots in the lack of systematic knowledge about how to build large software systems, then we must demand a different emphasis for educating the next generation.

Change: The nation, and much of the world, has moved in just a few decades from a software-poor to a software-rich environment. Software systems have grown from 1000 lines of code to 10 million lines of code. Applications have spread from scientific and financial computations to control and communication protocols. Software production teams have increased from groups of 2 to groups of 2000 and from co-located to globally distributed. Platforms have graduated from single CPU to distributed. Programming paradigms undergo a complete transformation every decade. In a word, the tasks faced by a software developer in the middle of the twentieth century relate only remotely to those at the beginning of the twenty-first.

What has happened to software engineering education while these vast changes have taken place? In the 60s, not even computer science formed part of the curriculum; in the 70s interest and courses grew in systems and data analysis; in the 80s software engineering courses appeared, but few majors; while in the 90s, many educational institutions finally advertised graduate degrees in software engineering and some limited number of undergraduate degrees. In modern parlance, emphasis has gone from implementation to requirements to project management to life-cycle and product-family approaches. While this progression appears reasonable, one conclusion stands out: the profession changes so rapidly that even if universities “get it right” at some point, graduates will soon find their preparation dated.
Research versus practice: Software engineering education can play three roles: provide a broad class of IT professionals with an appreciation of the difficulty of going from problem to software solution, provide software developers with the techniques and experience they need to approach systematically the creation or maintenance of large software systems, and provide software researchers with the understanding and research methodologies that will allow them to recognize important issues and to conduct effective research projects. When teaching science, the distinction between practitioner and researcher need not be a concern; when teaching engineering the distinction becomes more pronounced; and when teaching software engineering, this difference takes on great importance. Why? Unlike most engineering disciplines, the underlying science of software remains unknown or ignored. Whereas a civil engineer can learn the physics behind stress testing and a chemical engineer can learn the chemistry behind quantitative analysis techniques, what can be taught, or is being taught, to a software engineer about the science behind UML or test coverage? What research does one do on a technique taught as “best practice” rather than as a logical outgrowth of scientific principles?

Several current activities at the National Science Foundation and other federal agencies indicate a deep concern for the problems of software engineering in particular and more generally the issues of creation, management, and understanding of software and software-intensive systems. This presentation looks at the three characteristics of software engineering laid out above in the context of these federal initiatives and the implications for software engineering education.
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